
Ortofon Cartridges

Ortofon makes a wide array of fine phono cartridges. As you study the various models, it can 
make your head spin. I'll try to guide you through forest.

Moving Magnet Series

The MM Series is dubbed the 2M. All MM's have replaceable styli.

» 2M Red: $100: The Red is a classic MM cart with bonded Elliptical 
stylus to aluminum cantilever. Its sonic flavor is evenly balanced, not 
bright. Its output is high at 5.5mV. It is THE classic budget phono 
cartridge. 

» 2M Blue: $236: The Blue has a Nude, Elliptical stylus. It is more 
sophisticated than the bonded design used on the Red. It provides a more 
detailed sound and nice upgrade. Ortofon was smart in that they have 
made the Blue stylus fit the Blue or Red body. Hence if you buy
the Red to start, you can buy a Blue stylus later and achieve the upgrade! 
5.5 output

» 2m Bronze: $440: The Bronze has a Nude Fine Line stylus. It reads 
more of the groove wall than Blue. It delivers more information and has a 
warmer sound. 5.0 output.

» 2m Black: $755: The Black has a Nude Shibata stylus. The Shibata 
shape encompasses more of the groove wall than Elliptical or Fine Line. 
Hence the Black has the best detail of this line and is more transparent in 
sound. 5.0 output. You can replace a Bronze stylus with a Black to 
upgrade from Bronze performance to Black.



Quintet Moving Coil Series
These MC cartridges are among the best values in the phono world! They give you a true taste

of price-no-object cartridges at a whole less money! These are low output cartridges that require the 
extra boost of a head amp or transformer.

» MC Quintet Black: $1000: Among the finest cartridges in all of hi-fi at a relatively modest MC price
of a grand! With Sapphire cantilever and Nude Shibata diamond, this is the top of the Q series. 
It provides the most transparent sound and best performance regardless of your music 
proclivities. Output is .3mV.

» MC Quintet Bronze: $839: The Bronze has a Fine Line stylus and aluminum cantilever. The 
performance is smooth and warm, yet doesn't resolve detail as well as the Black. .3 output.

» MC Quintet Blue: $524: The Blue has a Nude Elliptical stylus on an aluminum cantilever. It is
known for exquisite detail for the price point- achieving definition Mm's can't. .5 output.

» MC Quintet Red: $314: The Red has a bonded Elliptical stylus on an aluminum cantilever. It's the 
entry MC design and provides good detail and a warm sound. .5 output.

Cadenza Series

» MC Cadenza Black: $2729: As with all Blacks, the diamond is Shibata and the cantilever is Boron.
This pairing leads to the best transparency and most accurate presentation in the lineup.

» MC Cadenza Bronze: $2309: Bronze has a Nude Orto Replicant 100 diamond on an aluminum
cantilever. Recognized for being particularly warm while resolving at a high level.

» MC Cadenza Blue: $1889: Blue has a Nude Fritz Gyger 70 diamond on an ruby cantilever
and yields a sharper sound, specializing in fine detail.

» MC Cadenza Red: $1280: Red has a Nude Fine Line diamond, known primarily for its mellow 
flavor.



State of the Art Moving Coils

» MC Anna $8924: Named in honor of opera singer Anna 
Netrebko, the Anna is the pinnacle of the 
Ortofon line. Anna has a Nude Ortofon Replicant 100 
Diamond on a Boron cantilever. The cartridge body features 
SLM technology. SLM stands for Selective Laser Melting 
technology. The cartridge body is impervious to extraneous 
resonance. With patented magnet technology
Anna puts out .2mV.

» MC A95 $6500: This NEW cartridge is the buzz of the high end 
cartridge world! At a lot less money than Anna, A95 features a 
new body type (weighs only 6g) also incorporating the SLM 
technology. It has the same Replicant 100 Orto Diamond stylus on 
a Boron cantilever as Anna. Early reviews on A95 call it the most 
resolving cartridge in the world regardless of price. Output is .2. 
When you notice a lot of moving coil cartridges today are being 
priced north of $10k, A95 is really something of a bargain in that it 
can compete with anything, at any price!


